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This study compared landing biomechanics variables (knee valgus displacement, peak 
knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vertical ground reaction force 
[vGRF]) during both landings of a vertical drop jump (VDJ1 and VDJ2) task and volleyball 
specific tasks (attack jump [AJ], block jump from left [BJL], block jump from right [BJR]). 
Twenty competitive female volleyball players completed 3 trials each of the randomized 
jump tasks (VDJ1, VDJ2, AJ, BJL, BJR) while landing biomechanics were collected. A 
significant difference was found in knee flexion displacement between VDJ1 and AJ (p = 
0.000), VDJ1 and BJL (p = 0.000), VDJ1 and BJL (p = 0.000), and VDJ1 and VDJ2 (p = 
0.001). Subjects displayed increased knee flexion displacement during VDJ1 compared to 
volleyball specific tasks and VDJ2. There were no significant differences in vGRF or frontal 
plane (knee valgus displacement and peak knee abduction moment) biomechanics between 
VDJ1 and volleyball specific tasks.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
ACL Injury Background 
Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) injury continues to be a great concern and a prevalent 
research topic in orthopedics and sports medicine. According to a recent study, from 2005-
2013 there were a total of 229,446 outpatient arthroscopic ACL reconstructions performed 
with the total procedures costing $2,622,928,663.00 [1]. The effects of ACL injuries are not 
only financially straining but are costly in time as well. Aside from the time lost from recovery 
after an ACL reconstruction for proper healing and rehabilitation, there comes a significantly 
increased risk of a secondary ACL injury, especially in female athletes [2, 3]. Studies have 
shown that athletes who returned to play within the first seven months were almost three times 
more likely to sustain a second ACL injury than those who returned after seven months [4, 5]. 
Unfortunately, the risk of secondary injury is not limited to the previously injured knee. 
Orchard et al. found that while an increased risk of injury in the first 12 months after 
reconstruction was associated with the reconstructed knee, after 12 months there was an even 
distribution of injuries to both the reconstructed knee and contralateral knee [6].  
ACL ruptures and reconstruction result in potentially debilitating long-term effects as 
well, namely an increased progression to radiographic knee osteoarthritis (OA) which can lead 
to the inability to return to previous level of competition for these athletes along with overall 
reduced physical activity level post 12 months following surgery [7-10]. One study 
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examined athletes that participated in regular sports activity prior to surgery, and found 
that less than 50% of people had returned to their level of competitive sport before injury when 
surveyed at 2 to 7 years following ACL reconstruction surgery [10]. Therefore, the best way 
to prevent athletes from suffering this increased risk of reinjury, OA of the knee, and reduced 
level of competition is to prevent the initial ACL injury.  
The most frequently identified modifiable biomechanical risk factors for first time ACL 
injury are increased knee valgus, increased knee abduction with anterior tibial translation, 
decreased knee and hip flexion at initial contact of the ground, and increased peak vertical 
ground-reaction force (vGRF) [11-15]. Tasks used in current screening methods to determine 
the previously mentioned ACL injury risk factors typically utilize vertical drop jump (VDJ) 
landings (double leg) to assess biomechanics [11, 16]. While this task is lab-controlled, tested, 
and fairly simple to replicate in testing procedures across many populations, it may not 
accurately represent common high-risk moments performed in a sport specific environment 
such as a competition or practice. Sole et. al examined injuries in NCAA Division I collegiate 
women’s volleyball during four years and found that out of the 133 injuries recorded among 
20 athletes, lower body non-contact injuries accounted for 53.4% with the most common injury 
occurring to the knee [17]. 
Most ACL injuries are non-contact, with females being more susceptible than males as 
evidence has shown female athletes to display a higher risk to develop ACL injury by 1000 
hours of game/practice time [18, 19]. This is likely due to females demonstrating more errors 
in landing technique than males, such as greater peak knee valgus, decreased knee flexion, 
and/or higher normalized vGRF [16, 18, 20]. There are several theories and competing 
evidence as to what factors (modifiable and non-modifiable) contribute to female athletes 
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being more prone to ACL injury than their male counterparts, but the take away is that studies 
consistently show this increased risk in young females competing in these high-risk sports [11, 
13, 16, 18, 19, 21].  
Among volleyball players, one of the leading modifiable risk factors of ACL injuries 
are non-contact mechanisms during jumping takeoff and more importantly the landing phase 
of a volleyball attack or block [13, 22]. To our knowledge, no study to date has examined sport 
specific landing tasks in female volleyball players as a screening tool for the prevention of 
knee injury; a population that is at a high-risk for knee injury. Focusing on a single sport may 
prove beneficial as not many studies in this area are one sport specific, frequently grouping 
athletes from multiple sports together in a study population, making it difficult to target more 
specific practice or game-like movements that may contribute to increased risk of ACL injury 
[22, 23]. It is therefore paramount to ensure current screening tools are sensitive to the 
detection and identification of known biomechanical risk factors in female volleyball players 
[19]. Aiding in prevention of such detrimental injuries in this high-risk population will have a 







Statement of Purpose  
The primary purpose of this study was to compare landing biomechanics variables 
(knee valgus displacement, peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak 
vGRF) between a laboratory-controlled vertical drop jump (VDJ) task and volleyball specific 
jump tasks (attack jump and block jump from left and right). The secondary purpose of this 
study was to explore the relationship between biomechanics variables during a laboratory-
controlled VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks and the Landing Error Scoring System 
(LESS) data in female volleyball players with the goal of evaluating the sensitivity of the 
volleyball specific jump tasks as a potential tool for screening female volleyball players risk 




RQ1. Is there a significant difference between landing biomechanics variables (knee valgus 
displacement, peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) during a 
laboratory-controlled VDJ task and during volleyball specific jump tasks in female volleyball 
players? 
 
RQ2. Do female volleyball players who score higher on the LESS during a laboratory-
controlled VDJ task demonstrate worse landing biomechanics variables associated with ACL 
injury risk in both the VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks? 
 
Hypotheses 
H1: There will be a significant difference between landing biomechanics variables (knee 
valgus displacement, peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) 
during a laboratory-controlled VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks. 
 
H2: There will be a significant correlation between higher LESS scores during the VDJ task 
and worse landing biomechanics (knee valgus displacement, peak knee abduction moment, 
knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) during VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks.  
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Definition of Terms 
• Vertical Drop Jump Task- Subjects jump down from a 30 cm high box to a target line 
placed 50% of the subject’s height anterior to the box and immediately jump upward for 
maximal height 
• Anterior Tibial Shear Force- Anterior tibial shear force is derived from quadriceps and 
hamstring co-contraction, and a greater quadriceps/hamstring strength ratio has been 
associated with heightened lower extremity injury risk 
• Sagittal Plane Knee Angle- Angle of the shank segment rigid body relative to the thigh 
segment rigid body around the knee joint’s mediolateral axis (Knee flexion/extension) 
• Frontal Plane Knee Angle- Angle of the shank segment rigid body and the thigh segment 
rigid body around the knee joint’s anteroposterior axis (Knee varus/valgus) 
• Sagittal Plane Hip Angle- Angle of the thigh segment rigid body relative to the pelvis 
segment rigid body around the hip joint’s mediolateral axis (Hip flexion/extension) 
• Frontal Plane Hip Angle- Angle of the thigh segment rigid body relative to the pelvis 
segment rigid body around the hip joint’s anteroposterior axis (Hip adduction/abduction) 
• Knee Valgus Displacement - Visually observed frontal plane medial displacement of the 
center of the patella, measured as the valgus angle at initial contact subtracted from the 
peak valgus angle, during the loading and landing phase of a jump-landing task 
• Knee Flexion Displacement – Visually observed sagittal plane displacement of the center 
of the patella, measured as the flexion angle at initial contact subtracted from the peak 
flexion angle, during the loading and landing phase of a jump-landing task 
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• Vertical Ground Reaction Force- The vertical component of the ground reaction force of 
the force plate equal in magnitude and opposite in direction to the force of subjects when 
they are in contact with the force plate 
• Knee Valgus Collapse- Characterized by hip adduction and hip internal rotation, usually 
when in a hips-flexed position (the knee abducts and externally rotates) 
• Maximal Vertical Jump- The act of raising one's center of mass higher in the vertical plane 
solely with the use of one's own muscles; it is a measure of how high an individual or 
athlete can elevate off the ground (jump) from a standstill or approach 
• Volleyball Block Jump- Subjects stand with feet shoulder width apart and their arms out in 
front, elbows slightly bent, and hands at shoulder level in a neutral blocking position. 
Subjects initiated the block jump with a downward countermovement to then extend 
upward, bringing arms up, jumping vertically for maximal height and hands overhead as if 
performing a volleyball block 
• Volleyball Attack Jump- Subjects begin with a three-step hitting or spiking volleyball 
approach, taking off from two feet, bringing arms up until airborne, jumping vertically for 
maximal height and hands overhead as if performing a volleyball attack 
Assumptions 
• Subjects exerted best efforts in maximal vertical jump and biomechanical jump tasks. 




• All subjects were currently participating in competitive volleyball and remained active in 
competitive volleyball and/or training for at least the required 150 minutes per week 
(varsity, club). 
• All subjects were premenopausal females between 18-24 years of age.  
• All subjects were recruited from the Chapel Hill, Durham, and Raleigh area via flyer, 
email, face to face, and phone call.  
• All subjects had no history of lower extremity injury in the past 6 months that prevented 
participation in sport training or competition activities for more than 2 weeks. 
• All subjects were cleared for play with no limitations for physical activity.  
 
Limitations 
• Phase of the menstrual cycle was not controlled for. 
• Time of day for testing varied per subject, which may have affected performance. 
• Training load and volume of each athlete was not standardized. 
• Population was purposely focused on homogenous sample of female volleyball players 




Significance of the Study 
Literature on screening methods for ACL injury risk with sport specific movements is 
very limited, as many studies group multiple sports together utilizing a standardized task rather 
than focus on the specificity of movements of a particular sport. Focusing on a single sport 
could provide a better understanding of the sport specific movements occurring during actual 
practice/gameplay, when these injuries most often occur. The mechanics of ACL injuries vary 
among sports, as soccer is typically cutting maneuvers and volleyball is typically 
jumping/landing maneuvers [15, 23]. The results of this study will add to the current literature 
by providing insight on both laboratory-controlled and sport specific screening methods to 
identify high ACL injury risk athletes, such as female volleyball players. Furthermore, the 
results of this study will answer a very important question regarding the need or not of more 
specific screening tools for the identification of risk for knee injury that are sport specific. 
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CHAPTER II: REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 
Volleyball Specific Lower Extremity Musculoskeletal Injuries 
 
Volleyball has experienced a growing popularity among high school and college female 
athletes, with recent statistics showing volleyball the third most popular participation sport in 
the female high school demographic [24]. However, with increased popularity unfortunately 
comes an increase in injuries among these young female athletes. The focus in this review of 
the literature will be on female volleyball players because of their higher overall injury 
incidence rate compared to males, experiencing more overuse and non-contact injuries while 
men had a higher rate of ball contact-related injuries [25]. These non-contact injuries may be 
more preventable than ball contact-related ones by modifying training loads and identifying 
and administering early prevention strategies. Not only does sex correlate with an increased 
risk of ACL injury in volleyball, but competition level and reinjury seems to play a role as well 
[5]. During a 4-year study interval, overall injury rate in female collegiate volleyball players 
was more than 3 times that of high school volleyball players, with ligament sprain injury 
showing as the most common and muscle strain as the second most common [24]. Even though 
more injuries occur in collegiate level athletes, this increased rate may also be due to the 
athletes simply enduring more years of training and exposure, adding to the cumulative load 
and stress on their joints.  
A recent study examined injuries in collegiate women’s volleyball (NCAA Division I) 
over a four-year span and found that the most common injury was, in fact, to the knee. 
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This finding may be due to a smaller sample size following a single volleyball team, with 
players experiencing similar training programs and loads, however, it does effectively 
highlight the problem areas found during four years of this competition level. It was also found 
that 53.4% of all injuries were non-contact lower-body injuries, as majority of the injuries that 
occur in volleyball are due to jumping, landing, attacking, and blocking movements [17]. 
Among these lower-body injuries, ACL ruptures are becoming a growing concern, costing the 
US health care system an average of $1 billion annually with MRI imaging, reconstructive 
surgery, implants used during surgery, post-op bracing, and rehabilitation [14, 26]. These 
athletes may suffer in more ways than one, with ACL injuries potentially costing them the loss 
of entire seasons of sports participation, loss of scholarship, and even lowered academic 
performance while they endure surgery and the recovery process [14]. This combination of 
short and long-term effects makes it even more essential to better understand the risk factors 
that play a role in ACL injuries, in the hopes of improving preventative measures and reducing 
these rising injury rates.   
 
ACL Injury Risk Factors 
 
Mechanism of ACL Injuries 
 
Many studies analyze mechanisms of ACL injuries using samples of athletes from 
different sports grouped together, which is beneficial to create larger sample sizes but lack 
understanding the specific movements involved in each sport that may create these high-risk 
moments. There are not many studies dealing with ACL injuries in only volleyball, even 
though the landing phase of a block or attack has been identified as a high-risk maneuver of 
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non-contact ACL injuries among volleyball athletes [22]. While it is known that female 
athletes are substantially more susceptible to suffer non-contact ACL injuries than their male 
counterparts in pivoting and jumping sports, there are many competing theories and findings 
regarding the reasoning and mechanisms as to why [11-13, 18, 21, 23]. Non-contact 
mechanisms remain the focal point since they are responsible for over 70% of ACL injuries 
and involve modifiable elements that could lead to prevention [11, 13, 14, 27].  
Most ACL injuries are seen during a non-contact moment in pivoting and jumping 
sports, occurring most often during landing, decelerating, or planting to change directions [11, 
23, 28]. These injuries typically take place within the first 50ms of initial foot contact with the 
ground, but the exact biomechanical mechanisms leading to ACL rupture may vary between 
males and females due to their differing landing strategies and anatomy [12, 21]. While these 
differences may contribute to a variety of intrinsic factors including anatomical and 
physiological characteristics, the most beneficial to target may be the neuromuscular and 
biomechanical factors since these risk factors are more easily identifiable and modifiable. 
Zahradnik et al. [23] examined select risk factors of ACL injuries during various landings (stick 
landing, step-back landing, and run-back landing) after a volleyball block in 14 elite female 
volleyball players, providing a rare and useful insight to true sport specific movements in a 
game-like situation. The run-back landing showed the highest valgus moment and highest 
vGRF, both of which agree with commonly identified biomechanical risk factors for ACL 
injuries in females [11, 12, 21, 29].  
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Biomechanical Risk Factors 
 
 Many studies and systematic reviews discuss the biomechanics behind ACL injuries 
and how they can contribute to these high-risk loads, with the most common modifiable 
loading patterns among female athletes being knee valgus collapse and anterior tibial shear. 
Quatman and Hewett [21] define valgus as the “outward angulation of the distal segment of a 
bone or joint,” and in reference to the knee joint, “an abduction motion of the distal tibia 
relative to the femur or from transverse plane knee rotation motions.”  In a study examining 
the 3-D kinematics during a jump-landing task of 205 female athletes participating in high-risk 
sports, the nine recorded ACL ruptures did indeed have significantly different knee posture 
and loading compared to the uninjured athletes. In agreeance with most studies, these injured 
athletes showed increased dynamic valgus and higher abduction loads of the knee joint along 
with an increased vGRF. This particular loading pattern has been termed “ligament 
dominance,” which is an imbalance between the neuromuscular and ligamentous control of 
dynamic knee joint stability, leading to the inability to control frontal plane motion during 
landing in lower extremity [11]. 
 Another altered loading pattern that has been shown to contribute to ACL injury risk is 
“leg dominance,” which is defined as an imbalance between the two lower extremities in 
strength, coordination, as well as control [12]. This is also commonly referred to as asymmetry 
and was found to play a role in injured female athletes in the previously mentioned study by 
Hewett et al., with side-to-side knee abduction moment differences being 6.4 times greater in 
the ACL injured versus uninjured athletes [11]. Identifying this deficit becomes extremely 
important in examining sport specific movements, as injuries may be more likely to occur 
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during unexpected movements, such as one-legged landings or landings with perturbations at 
the net when players must react to the game and don’t have sufficient time to land safely on 
two feet [23]. Asymmetric limb loading is not only important for risk of initial ACL injury, 
but becomes even more essential to identify and prevent for athletes returning to sport after 
ACL repair as asymmetric loading of the contralateral limb may increase their risk for reinjury 
[12].  
 “Quadriceps dominance” is a third modifiable deficit observed in female athletes and 
it can be defined as an imbalance between knee flexor and extensor strength, coordination, and 
recruitment [12]. Many jumping/pivoting sport movements induce larger quadriceps forces at 
shallow knee flexion angles during deceleration and with females being more quadricep 
dominant than males, this further increases the anterior tibial shear force and thus strain on 
their ACL [21]. Hewett et al. discussed in their study of 205 female athletes that deficits in 
strength and activation of the hamstrings may limit the potential for proper muscular co-
contraction to protect the ligaments against excessive anterior tibial translation as well as knee 
abduction and dynamic valgus [11]. This shows that although there are specific loading 
patterns that may lead to ACL injury, no single movement or deficit is fully responsible for 
injury. The load sharing that occurs in knee joint ligaments, particularly ACL, is much more 




Current Screening Methods to Identify ACL Injury Risk 
 
In order to aid in the prevention of ACL injuries, we must take each of the mechanisms 
mentioned above into account and be able to identify these effectively and understand the 
associated risk when screening female athletes. Currently, a common method to screen athletes 
for lower extremity injury risk, particularly ACL injuries, is to examine landing biomechanics 
by using laboratory based motion analysis systems to quantify hip, knee, and ankle kinematics 
in all planes of motion and identify high-risk maneuvers that could lead to injury [11, 15, 20, 
30]. Another recent screening tool developed is the Landing Error Scoring System (LESS), 
which is a clinical assessment tool using 2 standard video cameras to identify potentially high-
risk movement patterns [16]. Both of these valid and reliable methods of identifying high-risk 
movements typically utilize VDJ tasks, which is common in research due to the simplicity of 
the task, minimal risk present to subjects, high reliability, and it can be completed very 
efficiently [11, 16, 31]. However, with these benefits come limitations as well. When 
examining ACL injuries, tasks should include more than only jumping and landing, thus a 
laboratory-controlled VDJ task may not involve the forward momentum, cutting, and/or 
pivoting maneuvers that also tend to play a significant role in takeoffs as well as landings [16].  
A recent study performed screening tests on 710 elite female soccer and handball 
players, examining five commonly found risk factors (knee valgus, peak knee abduction, peak 
knee flexion, peak vGRF, and medial knee displacement) during a VDJ. They found that in 
players with no previous injury, none of the selected risk factor variables were associated with 
increased injury risk and therefore concluded the VDJ cannot be effectively used as a screening 
task to predict ACL injuries in these particular athletes [15]. While this was a robust study with 
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a large sample size, it may not be truly representative of all athletes that are at risk for ACL 
injury since the population consisted of handball and soccer athletes only. Although the VDJ 
task may not challenge the frontal plane knee control involved in cutting movements, it does 
provide a useful insight into the biomechanics of landings. The VDJ task in this particular 
study may have had difficulties identifying risks since soccer and handball are more of a cutting 
and running sport, as opposed to the jumping/landing sports (volleyball and basketball). These 
findings bring to light the importance of potentially developing more sport specific screening 
tasks, working to identify the most predominant risk factors found in each sport since training 
and movements during gameplay may vary between cutting dominant sports and jumping 
dominant sports. There is little research examining the biomechanics of individualized sport 
specific movements and their relationship to ACL injury risk and bridging this gap could be 
extremely beneficial in the overall prevention of such detrimental injuries. 
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY 
Subjects 
20 active females ages 18-24 years old, currently participating in competitive volleyball 
in the Chapel Hill, Durham, and Raleigh areas were recruited to participate in this study. Below 
are the inclusion criteria for participation in the study: 
Inclusion Criteria 
1. At least 4 years of experience of competitive volleyball. 
2. Currently participating in competitive volleyball (varsity, club). 
3. Perform at least 150 minutes of moderate to high-intensity physical activity/training a 
week. 
4. 18 – 24 years of age. 
Exclusion Criteria 
1. Subjects must not be pregnant.  
2. No history of lower extremity injury in the past 6 months that prevented participation 
in sport training or competition activities for more than 2 weeks. 





The Pre-Assessment Guidelines were used to prepare the subjects for the testing 
sessions (See Appendix 3 and 4). 
 
Physical Activity Levels  
Previous physical activity level and training history were assessed using questionnaires 
(See Appendix 2).  
 
Medical History 
Medical and injury history along with clearance for physical activity were assessed 
using questionnaires (See Appendix 1 and 2).  
 
Height and Weight 
Height was measured using a stadiometer (Detecto, Webb City, MO, USA), and weight 






Standing vertical jump height was assessed using a Vertec measuring device (Sports 
Imports, Columbus, OH, USA). The Vertec device is comprised of plastic swivel vanes 
arranged in half-inch (1.25 cm) increments which are attached to a metal pole that can be 
adjusted to the athlete’s reach height. It requires the athlete to use their dominant hand to move 
the highest possible vane with an overhead arm swing at the peak of their jump. 
 
DEXA 
Whole body and lower body percent body fat, lean mass, bone mineral density and 
content was assessed using a Discovery Dual Energy X-ray Absorption (DEXA) scanner. A 
full body dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA; Lunar iDXA, GE Medical Systems and 
Ultrasound & Primary Care Diagnostics, Madison, WI, USA) scan was used to determine total 
body and segmental LM, FM, %fat, and BMC. Subjects were placed in the center of the 
scanning table in a supine position after removing shoes and any clothing or jewelry containing 
metal or hard plastic. The scans were automatically analyzed by the software, but specific 
regions of interest were confirmed by the same technician. The test-retest reliability for DEXA 
from our lab is as follows: LM: intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) = 0.99, standard error 
of the mean (SEM) = 1.97 kg; FM: ICC = 0.98 kg and SEM = 0.85 kg; %fat: ICC = 0.96% and 





Hydration status was verified using refractometer (TS Meter, American Optical Corp., 
Keene, NH, USA) prior to testing to ensure proper hydration.  
 
Biomechanics Data Collection Instrumentation 
An optoelectric retroflective 7-camera motion analysis system (Vicon MX-40+, Vicon 
Systems, Centennial, Colorado, USA) was used to sample marker coordinate data at 150 Hz to 
calculate segment kinematics during the various vertical jump tasks. Seven cameras were 
positioned surrounding a 2×2×2 meter capture volume centered around two Bertec force 
platforms (Type 4060-10, Bertec Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, USA) sampling ground 
reaction force data at 1,500 Hz. The capture volume was calibrated per manufacturer protocol 
recommendations. A 30 cm stylus wand was established using ten positional measurements 
from the optoelectric camera system to establish stylus length within 300 ±1.4 mm and a 0.004 
RMS error rate of the motion capture system. A global axis system was defined for the 
laboratory capture volume with the positive x-axis directed anteriorly (anterior-posterior axis), 
positive y-axis leftward (medial-lateral axis), and positive z-axis superior (superior-inferior 
axis) with respect to the participant. Digital 3-dimensional marker coordinate data was 
streamed to a personal computer (Dell Precision T5610; 2.6 GHz; 16 GB RAM, Dell Inc., 
Round Rock, Texas, USA) into Vicon Nexus v1.7.1 motion capture software via a Vicon 
Ultranet MX Controller over Ethernet (Vicon Systems, Centennial, Colorado, USA) for 
integration with force plate data. 
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Two Bertec force platforms (Type 4060-10, Bertec Corporation, Columbus, Ohio, 
USA) sampled vertical ground reaction force data during the various vertical jump tasks. The 
embedded axis systems of both force platforms were aligned to the laboratory global 
coordinate system established during camera calibration. Analog force platform data was 
sampled at 1,500 Hz and passed through a 64 channel A/D board interfaced to the digital 
camera system. Digital camera and force platform data were synchronized and streamed into 
the Vicon Nexus v1.7.1 motion capture software via a Vicon Ultranet MX Controller over 
Ethernet to a personal computer. Marker coordinate data and ground reaction force data were 
integrated in Vicon Nexus v1.7.1 motion capture software for real time marker identification. 
All kinematic and kinetic data processed in Vicon Nexus v1.7.1 were streamed and recorded 
in real time into the Motion Monitor v8.0 software (Innovative Sports Training, Chicago, 
Illinois, USA) to establish a 3-dimensional segment linkage model for biomechanical analyses 
and data reduction. 
Landing Error Scoring System (LESS) Analysis 
A portable motion analysis system (PhysiMax System) captured a trial of each subject 
performing the testing procedures. The Physimax system automatically evaluated the LESS, 
utilizing an Xbox Kinect camera leveled on a tripod. The LESS is a clinical assessment tool 
that reliably identifies individuals with potentially high-risk biomechanics [16]. LESS score 
consists of a count of landing technique “errors” on a range of easily observable items of human 
movement. A higher LESS score indicates worse technique in landing from a jump, while a 
lower LESS score indicates better technique in landing. There are 22 total scored items in the 
PhysiMax LESS System shown in Appendix 7. Operationally, each test jump is recorded from 
the front view. Overall LESS scores were averaged over three valid jump trials for analyses.  
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Procedures 
Subjects reported to the laboratory for two visits, Visit 1 for screening and Visit 2 for 
testing. At the screening visit, subjects received information about the study, pre-assessment 
guidelines for testing, and once confirmed of eligible participation were scheduled for Visit 2 
to undergo the battery of testing. Upon the subject’s arrival to the laboratory for screening, a 
member of the research team verbally reviewed the subject’s eligibility and interest in 
participating in the study. After eligibility for participation was confirmed, subjects who 
demonstrated interest to participate in this study were asked to read and sign an Institutional 
Review Board approved informed consent form and complete medical history, PAR-Q, and 
physical activity level questionnaires.  
Once subject arrived for Visit 2, they completed the pre-trial questionnaire to ensure 
they have followed pre-assessment guidelines, and if they were compliant we proceeded with 
collection of a urine sample for hydration and pregnancy test, anthropometrics (height, weight, 
body composition), warm-up, collection of maximal vertical block jump height, and jump task 
assessments (Vicon and LESS). If they were not compliant, they were rescheduled for Visit 2. 




Visit 1 - Screening 
Following the informed consent process subjects completed a medical history 
questionnaire (Appendix 2), a Physical Activity Readiness Questionnaire (PAR-Q) (Appendix 
1), and the physical activity levels questionnaire (Appendix 2). A member of the research team 
answered any questions subjects had regarding the questionnaires. Following completion of 
inclusion/exclusion criteria screening, informed consent, and questionnaires, subjects had the 
option of performing familiarization tasks, completing 3 practice jumps for each jump task 
(box jump, attack jump, block jump) to prepare for taking off and landing on the force plates. 
Subjects were then scheduled to return for Visit 2 for testing.  
 
Visit 2 – Testing 
Subject were instructed to wear comfortable athletic clothing typically worn during 
volleyball practice and/or games. Once subject arrived at the lab for Visit 2, they completed 
the pre-trial questionnaire, pregnancy test, and hydration test to ensure they had adhered to the 
pre-assessment guidelines. If they were not compliant, we rescheduled their visit. If they were 






Height and Weight 
Subject height was measured without shoes, standing with their back against a 
stadiometer and looking forward. Subject weight was measured without shoes and in minimal 
clothing using a calibrated eye level beam scale. 
 
Body Composition 
Body composition was assessed with a full-body dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry 
(DEXA) scan where whole body and lower body percent body fat and lean mass were analyzed 
segmentally (each leg) using the Hologic Discovery software. A full body dual-energy x-ray 
absorptiometry (DEXA; Lunar iDXA, GE Medical Systems and Ultrasound & Primary Care 
Diagnostics, Madison, WI, USA) scan was used to determine total body and segmental LM, 
FM, %fat, and BMC. Subjects were placed in the center of the scanning table in a supine 
position after removing shoes and any clothing or jewelry containing metal or hard plastic. The 
scans were automatically analyzed by the software, but specific regions of interest were 
confirmed by the same technician. The test-retest reliability for DEXA from our lab is as 
follows: LM: intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) = 0.99, standard error of the mean (SEM) 
= 1.97 kg; FM: ICC = 0.98 kg and SEM = 0.85 kg; %fat: ICC = 0.96% and SEM = 1.279%. 
The DEXA scan lasted approximately 6 minutes while subjects laid supine following standard 





Before completing jumping tasks, subjects completed a standardized 5-10 minute 
warm-up consisting of cardio and dynamic stretching. Subjects performed a 5-minute warm-
up on a cycle ergometer at a cadence between 60-80 RPM. This was followed by a 5-minute 
dynamic stretch including walking lunges, reverse lunges, straight leg kicks with each leg, high 
knees, and butt kicks over a distance of 10 yards. 
 
Maximal Vertical Jump Height 
The subjects completed all maximal vertical block jump attempts consecutively, with 
a 30 second rest interval between attempts. Each subject jumped for maximal height, touching 
the plastic vanes on the Vertec. They were allowed 3 attempts total to reduce any fatiguing 
effects. Vertical jump was measured as the subject’s reach subtracted from the height of the 
highest plastic vane they were able to touch. 
 
Vicon Motion Capture and LESS Jump Tasks 
Participants donned non-reflective spandex shorts and a compression top. The research 
team secured rigid clusters of retroreflective markers on the participant’s lower extremities at 
the dorsal surface of the foot, midpoint of the anterolateral shank, midpoint of the anterolateral 
thigh, and sacrum using double-sided tape and athletic pre-wrap. After the rigid clusters were 
secured, the principal investigator attached individual retroreflective markers to both lower 
limbs’ first metatarsal, fifth metatarsal, heel, medial and lateral ankle malleoli, femoral medial 
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and lateral condyles, bilateral greater trochanters, spinal L 4/5, bilateral anterior superior iliac 
spines, C7, sternum, and bilateral acromion processes. There was a total of 23 markers and 7 
rigid clusters placed on each subject. Once static calibration was completed, 14 markers were 
removed before subjects completed the jump tasks. The 14 markers removed included bilateral 
greater trochanters, bilateral medial and lateral femoral condyles, bilateral medial and lateral 
ankle malleoli, and bilateral first and fifth metatarsals.  
Once the tracking sensors were correctly placed on all designated bony landmarks, the 
electromagnetic motion analysis system collection consisted of a VDJ task, a volleyball attack 
jump task, and a volleyball block jump task from each side. These jump tasks were conducted 
with a randomized order for each subject, determined by the research team, to minimize 
potential learning and fatigue effects. The Vicon and LESS data were collected simultaneously 
for the VDJ task, as the Microsoft Kinect camera for LESS was set-up and recording during 
Vicon motion capture.  
For the VDJ task, a 30-cm box was placed at a distance of 50% of the subject’s height 
from the leading edge of the force plates. Subjects were instructed to step onto the 30-cm box, 
face forward, and jump down with each foot in the center of the force plates and rebound 
upward for a maximal vertical jump. During the jump-landing task instruction, emphasis on 
starting the jump in a neutral positioning with toes pointing forward, feet shoulder-width apart, 
and both feet leaving the box at the same time was communicated to the subjects to promote a 
successful trial execution. Subject completed a total of 1 practice jump and 3 successful jump-
landing trials. Any trial where the subject did not leave the box with both feet simultaneously, 
failed to execute the jump-landing, did not land with their feet completely on a single force 
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plate, exhibited an excessive vertical trajectory off the box prior to landing, or jumped forward 
off the ground was discarded and repeated. 
For the volleyball block jump task (see Figure 1), the subject was instructed to stand 
with feet shoulder width apart, with arms out in front, elbows slightly bent, and hands at 
shoulder level in a neutral blocking position. Subject started in a self-selected position adjacent 
to the force plates, where they prepared to perform a crossover step block footwork, both from 
the right side and the left side of the force plates. Subject started with weight on the inside foot. 
The first step was with the outside foot, crossing over. After the subject had taken the step with 
the outside foot, the inside foot was brought around, placing each foot on a force plate. Subject 
initiated the block jump taking off with each foot on a force plate, extending upward, bringing 
arms up until airborne, jumping vertically for maximal height and hands overhead as if 
performing a volleyball block. Essentially subjects stepped, pushed, crossover and jumped 
straight up. A target was placed at the height of a standard women’s volleyball net (2.24 m) 
for the subjects to focus on. A trial was considered completed with the subject taking off and 
landing on the force plates. A successful trial was confirmed when the subject completed the 
block jump takeoff and landing with their feet fully on the force plates. If the subject did not 
take off from and land directly on the force plates, the trial was discounted and repeated. 
Subject was asked to complete a total of 1 practice jump and 3 successful trials of the block 
jump coming from both the right side and the left side (2 practice and 6 trials total). 
For the volleyball attack jump task (see Figure 2), subject started in a self-selected 
position, force plates in front of them, where they prepared to take an approach as if they were 
going to attack a volleyball in a game-like setting. Subject initiated the attack jump with a 
three-step volleyball approach, taking off from two feet with each foot each on a force plate, 
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bringing arms up until airborne, jumping vertically for maximal height and hands overhead as 
if performing a volleyball attack. A target was placed at 70% of the subject’s maximal vertical 
jump for the subject to focus on. A trial was considered complete with the subject landing on 
the force plates. A successful trial was recorded when the subject completed the attack jump 
by successfully taking off and landing with each foot on the individual force plates. If the 
subject did not take off from and land directly on the force plates, the trial was discounted and 
repeated. Subjects were asked to complete a total of 1 practice jump and 3 successful trials of 
the attack jump. 
Ground reaction forces were collected at a sampling rate of 1000 Hz via two embedded 
force plates (FP406020, Bertec Corp), and marker data were collected at a sampling rate of 
250 Hz via a 10 camera motion capture system (Vicon, Nexus, Oxford, UK). 
 
Data Reduction and Analysis  
 All kinematic and kinetic data were imported into Visual3D software (C-Motion, 
Germantown, MD) to calculate joint angles and internal joint moments. Marker data were 
upsampled via linear interpolation to match force data.  The marker and force data were then 
filtered via a sixth order low pass Butterworth filter with zero-phase lag at 20 Hz. The lower 
extremity joint angles were calculated using an inverse kinematic approach, and the lower 
extremity internal joint moments were calculated using an inverse dynamic approach. 
 Data were then exported and reduced using a customized software program to 
calculate the dependent variables of interest (Matlab v2016b, The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, 
MA, USA). Ground reaction force data were normalized to the subject’s weight in Newtons. 
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Internal joint moment data were normalized to the subject’s weight in Newtons multiplied by 
their height in meters. 
 All biomechanical data were calculated during the landing phase of the jump-landing 
task, which was defined as the point of initial ground contact to 500 milliseconds after. Initial 
ground contact was defined as the first time point the vertical ground reaction force exceeded 
10N. Knee valgus displacement was calculated as the difference between the maximum knee 
valgus angle in the landing phase and the knee valgus angle at initial contact. Peak knee 
abduction moment was the maximum internal knee abduction moment in the landing phase. 
Knee flexion displacement was calculated as the difference between the maximum knee 
flexion angle in the landing phase and the knee flexion angle at initial contact. Vertical 




Statistical Analysis and Design 
Descriptive statistics, including means and standard deviations were calculated for 
demographic data, anthropometrics, maximal vertical jump, and all variables included in the 
study. All data was analyzed using SPSS Version 20.0 (Chicago, IL). Statistical significance 
was set a priori at an alpha level of ≤ .05. A priori power analysis of previously published data 
revealed that a total sample size of 15-20 participants would allow the detection of a 
statistically significant change in biomechanical dependent variables (knee flexion, knee 
valgus, and vGRF) between jump tasks, with a power of at least 0.80 and α= 0.05. Previous 
studies using repeated measures designs have observed varying jump tasks to have a moderate 
(Cohen’s d=.67) to large (Cohen’s d=2.25) effect on sagittal and frontal plane knee 
biomechanics as well as vGRF linked to ACL injury [32-34]. Thus, a study sample with at 
least 20 participants was determined to provide adequate power to detect clinically meaningful 
differences in knee biomechanical changes between jump tasks.  
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H1: There will be a significant difference between landing biomechanics (knee valgus 
displacement, peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) during 
the laboratory-controlled VDJ task and during volleyball specific jump tasks. The comparison 
between landing biomechanics during the VDJ and volleyball specific jump tasks will be 
evaluated using a series of one-way repeated-measures ANOVA tests for each lower extremity 
kinematics variable. If a significant interaction is detected by any of the ANOVAs, a 
Bonferroni post hoc test will be used to identify these interactions.  
 
H2: There will be a significant correlation between higher LESS scores during the VDJ 
task and worse landing biomechanics (knee valgus displacement, peak knee abduction 
moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) during VDJ task and volleyball specific jump 
tasks. The relationship between the LESS scores and landing biomechanics variables will be 
evaluated by calculating a series of Pearson’s r correlation coefficients for LESS scores and 
each lower extremity kinematics variable measured during each of the jump tasks, assuming 
normal distribution.  
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CHAPTER IV: RESULTS 
The primary purpose of this study was to compare landing biomechanics variables 
(knee valgus displacement, peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak 
vGRF) between a laboratory-controlled vertical drop jump (VDJ) task and volleyball specific 
jump tasks (attack jump and block jump from left and right). The secondary purpose of this 
study was to explore the relationship between biomechanics variables during a laboratory-
controlled VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks and the Landing Error Scoring System 
(LESS) data in female volleyball players with the goal of evaluating the sensitivity of the 
volleyball specific jump tasks as a potential tool for screening female volleyball players risk 
for knee injury.   
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Subjects 
Twenty-three subjects were enrolled in the study. Three subjects were lost to follow up 
after the screening visit. Therefore, the final sample for all the analyses was twenty subjects 
(n=20). Among the twenty subjects, eight were Division I Varsity volleyball players and twelve 
were Division I Club volleyball players. Subject characteristics are presented in Table 1 below. 
 
Table 1. Subject Characteristics. 
Subject Characteristics (n=20) Mean  SD 
Age 19.55  .887 
Height (cm) 175.36  9.15 
Weight (kg) 71.42  9.23 
% Body Fat (total body) 28.92  4.22 
% Lean Mass (total body) 67.36  4.01 
Year of Volleyball Experience 8.85  1.81 
Max Vertical of Block Jump (in) 15.5  2.60 












Descriptive statistics for all landing biomechanics variables (knee valgus displacement, 
peak knee abduction movement, knee flexion displacement, and peak vGRF) during a 
laboratory-controlled VDJ task and during volleyball specific jump tasks, are presented in 
Table 2 below.  
 
Table 2. Descriptive Statistics for all Biomechanical Variables During Different Jump Tasks. 






Interval for Mean Minimum Maximum 




Bound     
vGRF_DOM DVJ1 1.873 ± 0.259 0.058 1.752 1.994 1.254 2.424 
  AJ 1.944 ± 0.496 0.111 1.712 2.176 1.095 2.891 
  BJL 1.758 ± 0.412 0.092 1.565 1.950 1.135 2.518 
  BJR 1.854 ± 0.316 0.071 1.706 2.002 1.235 2.391 
  DVJ2 1.722 ± 0.384 0.086 1.542 1.902 1.046 2.457 
FLEX_DOM DVJ1* 76.516 ± 7.400 1.655 73.053 79.980 64.823 90.266 
  AJ* 59.571 ± 13.016 2.910 53.479 65.663 40.973 90.147 
  BJL* 59.045 ± 9.445 2.112 54.624 63.465 42.677 73.750 
  BJR* 60.796 ± 9.554 2.136 56.325 65.267 42.891 83.542 
  DVJ2* 63.697 ± 10.303 2.304 58.875 68.519 45.712 78.776 
VAL_DOM DVJ1 11.079 ± 5.635 1.260 8.442 13.716 0.971 23.808 
  AJ 9.451 ± 5.504 1.231 6.875 12.027 0.095 22.684 
  BJL 9.411 ± 4.881 1.091 7.127 11.695 1.582 17.246 
  BJR 8.350 ± 5.817 1.301 5.628 11.073 1.335 19.724 
  DVJ2 8.767 ± 5.111 1.143 6.375 11.159 0.059 18.627 
ABD_DOM DVJ1* 0.039 ± 0.013 0.003 0.033 0.045 0.022 0.068 
  AJ 0.035 ± 0.010 0.002 0.031 0.040 0.014 0.054 
  BJL 0.034 ± 0.014 0.003 0.027 0.040 0.010 0.062 
  BJR 0.029 ± 0.013 0.003 0.023 0.035 0.009 0.055 
  DVJ2* 0.028 ± 0.010 0.002 0.023 0.033 0.008 0.048 
*. The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level. 
DOM: Dominant Leg; vGRF: Peak Vertical Ground Reaction Forces; FLEX: Knee Flexion 




Effects of Jump Task on Landing Biomechanics  
Hypothesis 1, there will be a significant difference between landing biomechanics 
variables (knee valgus displacement, peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, 
peak vGRF) measured on the subject’s dominant leg, defined as the lower limb opposite the 
upper limb with which the subject attacked a volleyball, during a laboratory-controlled VDJ 
task and during volleyball specific jump tasks, was evaluated using a one-way repeated 
measures ANOVA. The dependent variables used for each one-way repeated measures 
ANOVA included the landing variables (knee valgus displacement, peak knee abduction 
moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) and the independent variables were the 5 
different jumping tasks (a laboratory-controlled VDJ task measuring both landings and 
volleyball specific jump tasks including attack jump, block jump from the left, and block jump 
from the right).  
 The result of the first one-way repeated measures ANOVA, using the peak vGRF of 
the dominant leg as the dependent variable and the 5 different jumping tasks as independent 
variables, showed no significant differences in peak vGRF during any of the different jumping 
tasks (p = 0.358; partial eta squared = 0.045; observed power = 0.336). 
Using the knee valgus displacement of the dominant leg as the dependent variable and 
the 5 different jumping tasks as independent variables, also showed no significant differences 
in knee valgus displacement during any of the different jumping tasks (p = 0.566; partial eta 
squared = 0.030; observed power = 0.231). 
Using the knee flexion displacement of the dominant leg as the dependent variable and 
the 5 different jumping tasks as independent variables, a significant one-way repeated 
measures ANOVA was observed (p = 0.000; partial eta squared = 0.303; observed power = 
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1.000). Post hoc analyses showed a significant difference in knee flexion displacement 
between the first VDJ landing and the attack jump tasks (76.516  7.400 and 59.571  13.016, 
respectively; p = 0.000), knee flexion displacement between the first VDJ landing and the 
block jump from the left jumping tasks (76.516  7.400 and 59.045  9.445, respectively; p = 
0.000), knee flexion displacement between the first VDJ landing and the block jump from the 
right jumping tasks (76.516  7.400 and 60.796  9.554, respectively; p = 0.000), and knee 
flexion displacement between the first VDJ landing and the second VDJ landing jumping tasks 
(76.516  7.400 and 63.697  10.303, respectively; p = 0.001). 
Using the peak knee abduction moment of the dominant leg as the dependent variable 
and the 5 different jumping tasks as independent variables, a significant one-way repeated 
measures ANOVA was observed (p = 0.022; partial eta squared = 0.113; observed power = 
0.783). Post hoc analyses showed a significant difference in peak knee abduction between the 
first VDJ landing and the second VDJ landing jumping tasks (0.039  0.013 and 0.028  0.010, 
respectively; p = 0.033). 
 
Correlation Between LESS Scores and Landing Biomechanics 
 Hypothesis 2, there will be a significant correlation between female volleyball players 
who score higher on the LESS with worse landing biomechanics (knee valgus displacement, 
peak knee abduction moment, knee flexion displacement, peak vGRF) during laboratory-
controlled VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks was evaluated using a Pearson’s r 

























1 -.550* .181 -.032 .268 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .012 .446 .892 .253 






-.550* 1 -.104 .036 -.143 
Sig. (2-tailed) .012  .662 .881 .546 






.181 -.104 1 -.019 -.233 
Sig. (2-tailed) .446 .662  .935 .324 






-.032 .036 -.019 1 .530* 
Sig. (2-tailed) .892 .881 .935  .016 






.268 -.143 -.233 .530* 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .253 .546 .324 .016  
N 20 20 20 20 20 






























1 .239 -.619** .002 .427 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .311 .004 .994 .060 






.239 1 -.339 -.316 .344 
Sig. (2-tailed) .311  .144 .174 .138 






-.619** -.339 1 .293 -.312 
Sig. (2-tailed) .004 .144  .209 .180 






.002 -.316 .293 1 .423 
Sig. (2-tailed) .994 .174 .209  .063 






.427 .344 -.312 .423 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .060 .138 .180 .063  
N 20 20 20 20 20 










Table 5. Correlation Matrix for Relationship Between LESS Score and Volleyball Block Jump 




















1 .115 -.620** -.125 .005 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .630 .004 .600 .983 






.115 1 -.079 -.076 .002 
Sig. (2-tailed) .630  .740 .752 .995 






-.620** -.079 1 .367 .207 
Sig. (2-tailed) .004 .740  .112 .380 






-.125 -.076 .367 1 .829** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .600 .752 .112  .000 






.005 .002 .207 .829** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .983 .995 .380 .000  
N 20 20 20 20 20 










Table 6. Correlation Matrix for Relationship Between LESS Score and Volleyball Block Jump 




















1 -.068 -.376 -.153 -.035 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .776 .103 .519 .882 






-.068 1 -.216 .198 .244 
Sig. (2-tailed) .776  .361 .404 .300 






-.376 -.216 1 .155 .204 
Sig. (2-tailed) .103 .361  .513 .388 






-.153 .198 .155 1 .777** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .519 .404 .513  .000 






-.035 .244 .204 .777** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .882 .300 .388 .000  
N 20 20 20 20 20 






























1 .222 -.503* -.119 .129 
Sig. (2-tailed)  .346 .024 .617 .588 






.222 1 -.392 .134 .378 
Sig. (2-tailed) .346  .087 .574 .100 






-.503* -.392 1 .128 -.074 
Sig. (2-tailed) .024 .087  .591 .756 






-.119 .134 .128 1 .762** 
Sig. (2-tailed) .617 .574 .591  .000 






.129 .378 -.074 .762** 1 
Sig. (2-tailed) .588 .100 .756 .000  
N 20 20 20 20 20 
*. Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed). 







A significant correlation between peak vGRF during the first VDJ landing and LESS 
score was observed (r = -0.550; p = 0.012). Figure 1 below depicts relationship between the 
first VDJ landing and LESS score for the 20 subjects included in the analyses. 
 
 
Figure 1. Relationship Between LESS Score and the First VDJ Landing. 
 
 
A significant correlation between knee flexion displacement during the attack jump and 
LESS score (r = -0.619; p = 0.004), block jump from the left and LESS score (r = -0.620; p = 
0.004), and the second VDJ landing and LESS score (r = -0.503; p = 0.024) were also observed. 
The results of the correlational analyses using Pearson’s r correlations are presented in Figures 




Figure 2. Relationship Between the LESS Score and Attack Jump Knee Flexion Displacement. 
 
 






Figure 4. Relationship Between the LESS Score and VDJ2 Knee Flexion Displacement. 
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CHAPTER V: DISCUSSION 
Overview  
The purpose of this study was to compare landing biomechanics between a laboratory-
controlled VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks, as well as to explore the relationship 
between biomechanics variables during the VDJ task and volleyball specific jump tasks and 
the Landing Error Scoring System (LESS). It was hypothesized that there would be a 
significant difference in landing biomechanics variables during the various jump tasks and that 
there would be a significant relationship between higher LESS scores during the VDJ and 
worse landing biomechanics in all jump tasks. This is one of the very few studies that evaluated 
sport specific landing biomechanics and the risk of knee injury; a common and devastating 
injury mostly observed in female athletes. Previous research has grouped multiple sports 
together when analyzing VDJ landing biomechanics as an ACL screening tool [11, 15, 35]. 
The most important finding of the current study is that competitive female volleyball 
players display more knee flexion displacement during standardized VDJ tasks compared to 
volleyball specific jump tasks, such as the attack jump and block jumps. There were no other 
differences in vGRF or front plane biomechanics (knee valgus displacement and peak knee 
abduction moment) between the standardized VDJ task and volleyball specific tasks. Thus, 
volleyball athletes’ vGRF and front plane knee biomechanics do not differ during standardized 
jump assessments in comparison to sport specific movement. As such,
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 standardized jump tasks appear to be a good surrogate to evaluate the competitive 
female volleyball players peak vGRF and frontal plane knee biomechanics. However, 
practitioners should be aware that the use the VDJ task to quantify knee flexion displacement 
will overestimate the amount of motion that occurs during volleyball specific jump tasks. 
To our knowledge this is the first study to compare peak vGRF, knee flexion 
displacement, knee valgus displacement, and peak knee abduction moment biomechanical 
variables commonly associated with ACL injury risk during the standard VDJ task and various 
sport specific jump tasks for volleyball. Previous studies have analyzed volleyball specific 
jump tasks; however, these few studies differed in each of their approaches, both in the types 
of jump tasks tested and the variables analyzed, which will be further discussed later [23, 34].  
There are important differences that must be considered between previous studies and 
this current study in competitive female volleyball players. This current study analyzed landing 
biomechanics of the dominant lower limb for each subject, rather than examining only the right 
lower limb [23]. We also compared the standard laboratory-controlled VDJ against various 
volleyball specific jump tasks utilizing both force plate data along with 3-D kinematics, instead 
of only looking at 3-D jump-landing kinematics [34]. While there may be strengths and 
weaknesses in each study methodology, all provide valuable information regarding potential 
sport specific differences in landing biomechanics among competitive female volleyball 
athletes [23, 34].  
Inconsistencies exist within the current body of literature regarding utilizing the VDJ 
as a screening tool for assessing ACL injury risk and following athletes prospectively to 
determine those who suffered ACL injuries. There have been studies supporting the use of the 
VDJ task when analyzing ACL risk, showing that higher LESS scores or certain high risk 
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landing biomechanics were present (greater knee abduction moment, higher vGRF, increased 
dynamic valgus) in the athletes who suffered ACL injury [11, 35]. While other studies have 
shown no such association with ACL injury risk and higher LESS scores or particular variables 
(knee valgus at IC, peak knee abduction moment, peak knee flexion angle, peak vGRF) [15, 
36]. These varying results could be attributed to subject age, gender, and most importantly the 
sport each athlete plays, since most of these studies included different types of athletes and 
sports potentially neglecting sports specificity in predicting injuries from different 
biomechanical outcomes. Therefore, the results of this current study adds to the current 
knowledge in the area of sports related knee injury prevention research by reporting that sports 
specific motions may have a greater impact on different landing biomechanics outcomes 
commonly associated with injury than generic landing tasks such as the VDJ. Further research 
incorporating sport specific landing motions are warranted. 
 
Effects of Jump Task on Landing Biomechanics 
 
Significant differences during the commonly used laboratory-controlled VDJ and all 
volleyball specific jump tasks were observed in the current study. More specifically, subjects 
showed significantly lower knee flexion displacement during the attack jump, block jump from 
the left, block jump from the right, and the second landing phase of the VDJ. There is much 
evidence in literature that states sagittal plane motion at the knee during jump landings 
influences ACL injury risk, more specifically decreased knee flexion may influence impact 
forces on the knee joint, in particular the ACL [37]. A potential explanation for increased knee 
flexion displacement during the first landing phase of the VDJ is that subjects are following 
that landing with another maximal effort vertical jump. In order to create maximal effort on 
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the vertical jump, it is typical for athletes to use more countermovement which in turn creates 
more knee flexion [38]. This is a very important finding since the first landing phase of the 
VDJ may not provide an accurate representation of a true landing for these athletes. With that 
said, perhaps, future studies should examine the second landing phase of the VDJ for injury 
risk since this landing has been shown to exhibit altered mechanics, force distribution, and 
joint stiffness when compared to the first landing [39]. 
Peak knee abduction moment was also found to be significantly less during the second 
landing phase of the VDJ than the first landing phase of the VDJ, and not significantly different 
among the other volleyball jump tasks. This could be due to the fact that initial takeoff from 
the VDJ is from a 30 cm high box that is placed 50% of each subject’s height in front of the 
target force plates. Having this increased distance during takeoff creates a different landing 
type than the second landing phase of the VDJ and the volleyball jump tasks, which are all 
typically taking off and landing close to the same area. This increased lateral distance could 
lead to that increased knee abduction moment, as evidence shows increased vertical and lateral 
ground reaction forces can predict knee abduction moment [40]. 
In a recent study focusing on a similar population, vGRF and valgus moment were 
examined on the right lower limb only during three types of game like block jump landings 
among 14 elite female volleyball players [23]. The experimental setting was based on a real 
situation of various block maneuvers in a volleyball competition. While this study did not 
analyze VDJ or an attack jump, it did provide valuable insight on different types of block jump 
landings (stick landing, step-back, run-back) players perform in a volleyball game and how 
some landings may have an increased ACL injury risk. While there was no significant 
correlation between jump type and vGRF, the highest valgus moment occurred during the run-
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back landing and this was statistically significant. The run-back landing also showed the 
highest vGRF even though it was not a statistically significant different from the other block 
jump landings. These findings emphasize the importance of truly understanding sport specific 
maneuvers when it comes to injuries, as each sport is unique in the demands on the body and 
potential mechanisms of injuries. 
In contrast, another volleyball specific study quantified differences and correlations in 
jump landing kinematics during a VDJ, controlled volleyball attack jump, and simulated game 
volleyball attack jump among 17 female college club volleyball players. The variables 
examined in this study included initial knee flexion angle, peak knee flexion angle, initial hip 
flexion angle, peak hip flexion angle, and knee-ankle distance ratio for both right and left lower 
limbs [34]. Beardt and colleagues’ findings indicate that the VDJ may not represent the same 
movement patterns during volleyball attack jumps and therefore their associated risk of ACL 
injury. However, strong correlations between the two types of volleyball attack jump used in 
their study (laboratory setting and game like court setting) suggest that a laboratory-controlled 
volleyball attack jump may provide a fair representation of jump landing patterns during sports 
competition. However, correlations are not causation and further studies examining sport 
specific motions may be an important progression in this incredibly fascinating and important 





Relationship Between LESS Scores and Landing Biomechanics 
 
 Most studies involving LESS are conducted to identify high-risk movement patterns, 
which may identify athletes more vulnerable to lower extremity injury. This tool is commonly 
used due to its validity, reliability, portability and user-friendly set-up and operation [16, 31]. 
The secondary aim of this current study was to determine a relationship between LESS scores 
during the VDJ and landing biomechanics during volleyball specific tasks. Increased LESS 
total scores, which is indicative of poor movement quality, was associated with decreased knee 
flexion displacement during the attack jump and block jump (left) volleyball tasks. In addition, 
increased LESS total score was associated with decreased knee flexion displacement during 
the second landing of the VDJ task. To our surprise, there was no association with total LESS 
scores and knee flexion displacement during the first landing of the VDJ task, which is when 
the LESS scores are tabulated. These findings indicate that poor movement quality as scored 
by the LESS is associated with a stiffer landing pattern (decreased knee flexion displacement) 
during volleyball specific tasks. However, we did not see any associations between LESS 
scores and frontal plane knee biomechanics during the volleyball specific tasks or the 
standardized VDJ task. In contrast to our original hypothesis, we observed increased peak 
vGRF during the first landing of the VDJ task in those with lower LESS scores, which suggests 
that competitive female volleyball athletes with better movement quality demonstrated higher 
loading when landing off the box. There were no other significant associations between LESS 
and peak vGRF across the volleyball specific tasks. Even though these athletes were not 
followed prospectively to monitor injuries, it is valuable to discover there is a moderate 
correlation between higher LESS scores and knee flexion displacement and peak vGRF during 
previously mentioned jump tasks. To our knowledge, no study has examined the relationship 
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of LESS scores and volleyball specific jump task landing biomechanics. However, there have 
been some sport specific studies utilizing the LESS and following athletes prospectively, 
aiming to determine if the LESS can predict sports injuries in certain populations [16, 31, 35, 
41, 42].  
A recent study analyzed the association of pre-season screening with sports injuries in 
elite female basketball players, utilizing the LESS as one of their screening tools. Focusing on 
a single sport helps provide the insight of potential sport specific risks, and in this case 
choosing female basketball players who are also high risk for ACL injuries [42]. One of the 
goals was to determine if the total LESS score was greater in players who had a lower limb 
injury, compared with healthy, non-injured players. It was found that athletes from the injured 
group scored 1 point higher on their total LESS score than non-injured athletes (8 vs. 7, 
respectively), possibly supporting the idea that LESS could potentially help predict injury or 
at least identify athletes as high risk [41]. However, while a score of 7 is considered “moderate” 
and a score of 8 is considered “poor,” having only a one point difference may not be clinically 
relevant between these two groups.  
Another study that focused on a single sport investigated the ability of the LESS to 
identify individuals at risk for ACL injury in 829 elite-youth soccer athletes (both male and 
female) during the VDJ task. Seven athletes sustained ACL injuries during follow up. The 
mechanism of injury was indirect contact for three injuries and noncontact for four injuries. 
The most important finding was that elite level youth soccer athletes with LESS scores of 5 or 
more were at greater risk of sustaining ACL injuries [35]. This finding provides supporting 
evidence for our study as we examined the correlation between higher LESS scores and worse 
landing biomechanics which have the potential to lead to future injury. 
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There are many benefits to using the LESS as an injury screening tool; it is inexpensive, 
easily implemented among large and small samples, efficient set-up and collection, and is valid 
and reliable [16]. However, based on the results of the current study and variability of findings 
in the literature regarding the ability of LESS scores to predict injury, using only the LESS 
during injury screening may not be the most appropriate method in identifying knee injury risk 
[31, 36, 41]. As previously mentioned, results of this current study found moderate correlations 
between higher LESS scores and decreased knee flexion displacement in two of the volleyball 
specific jump tasks (attack jump and block jump from the left). This was the only variable 
found to have a correlation with LESS scores among the volleyball specific tasks, so the LESS 
may be effective in detecting some high injury risk movements for volleyball specific tasks 
but perhaps not others (knee valgus displacement, peak vGRF, peak knee abduction). 
Therefore, utilizing the LESS in addition to other screening tools, ideally ones that are more 














 The results of the study show that knee flexion displacement in the dominant lower 
limb (defined as the lower limb opposite the upper limb with which the subject attacked a 
volleyball) is decreased during the volleyball attack jump, volleyball block jump from the left, 
volleyball block jump from the right, and second landing of the VDJ when compared to the 
first landing of the VDJ. In addition, peak knee abduction moment in the dominant lower limb 
is decreased during the second landing of the VDJ when compared to the first landing of the 
VDJ. Peak vGRF and knee valgus displacement did not differ significantly among the 5 jump 
tasks (first and second landing of the VDJ, volleyball attack jump, volleyball block jump from 
the left, and volleyball block jump from the right). Lastly, higher LESS scores during the VDJ 
had a moderate correlation with peak vGRF during the first landing of the VDJ, as well as a 
moderate correlation with decreased knee flexion displacement during the attack jump, block 
jump from the left, and second landing of the VDJ. Therefore, it is concluded that when 
evaluating the injury risk of female volleyball players, specific landing tasks should be 
included in the screening protocol as a mean to improve the predictivity for injury in this 
athletic population. Furthermore, with the moderate associations observed between the LESS 
scores and the volleyball specific jump tasks, the LESS should continue to be used as one of 
the tools to substantiate the evaluation of injury risk. However, as other factors not accounted 
for with the associations observed between volleyball specific tasks and the LESS, further 
research is warranted in order to identify these factors not accounted for by the LESS scale 





 While the findings of this study cannot confidently predict injury risk for these athletes, 
it can give clinicians a better insight of how sport specific jumps may be different from the 
most commonly used standard VDJ task as a screening tool. This will create awareness that 
every sport is different in the demands on the body, and each athlete should be analyzed 
accordingly. Again, just as an example, the mechanisms behind a volleyball players ACL 
rupture and a soccer player ACL rupture may be completely different as one sport is more 
jumping dominant while the latter is cutting dominant. These findings can also give 
information to coaches and trainers, assisting them in focusing on instructing athletes how to 
use proper technique and go through a full range of motion when completing a landing 
maneuver to reduce the poor movements identified during higher LESS scores and worse 




The results of the current study lack generalization to other athlete demographics; 
however, the goal of this study was to investigate a homogenous sample. The subjects in this 
study had to meet a specific set of criteria, limiting the population that these results can be 
applied to only to females, aged 18-24, who have not had a lower extremity surgery or ACL 
injury in the 6 months prior to testing, and specifically have competitively played volleyball. 
The results of this study cannot be applied directly to any female athlete not meeting this 
description besides competitive volleyball players, or male athletes. While the results are not 
generalizable to the larger athlete population, college-aged competitive female volleyball 
players represent a population at high risk of non-contact ACL injuries.  
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In addition, it is known in the literature that phase of the menstrual cycle effects 
females’ susceptibility to ACL injury [43]. We did not control for phase of the menstrual cycle 
because it was not feasible for this study based on the study objectives, design, and limited 
timeframe.  
Third, this study did not control for the type and phase of training subjects partook in 
preceding the study, even though, prior to testing all subjects were instructed to comply with 
standardized physical activity requirements and follow pre-testing guidelines. Subjects who 
partook in more regimented resistance training, such as DI varsity athletes, may have been 
more familiar with the VDJ task, and therefore may have improved landing biomechanics 
based on previous experience even though all subjects completed familiarization and practice 
jumps before testing. Also, overall volume of training may vary widely among different levels 
of competitive volleyball, in our case DI college varsity athletes compared to DI college club 
athletes. Some athletes may have been training more than others as well as at higher intensities. 
Ideally, if we could control for training volume or at least account for training volume using 
different statistical procedures, that would help eliminate the potential effect of training volume 
on landing biomechanics during the jump tasks. As much as we controlled well for many other 
variables prior to testing, training volume and type could have been a confounder to the study 
results. 
Lastly, several components were added to simulate volleyball jumps as close to game 
like as possible, but other aspects such as an actual volleyball in play, score situation, 
psychological factors, and fatigue were not implemented in the tasks. All jump tasks were 
performed in a laboratory setting with a target set at the height of a standardized women’s 
volleyball net (2.24 m) instead of on a volleyball court, without other players and/or a 
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volleyball in play. This may play a different role in landing biomechanics, as many situations 
in a game can vary if players are landing off-balanced, on a single leg, or in awkward positions 
depending on setting variability and where the ball is in play.  
 
Future Research  
 
 Future research is needed to compare the sensitivity and specificity in predicting ACL 
injuries using either just volleyball specific maneuvers, or perhaps a combination of the VDJ 
and volleyball specific jumps to more accurately identify high risk athletes. Since the current 
findings of this study showed no significant difference in peak vGRF between all jump tasks, 
perhaps utilizing a portable motion capture system to analyze volleyball players on the court 
performing live volleyball attacks and blocks would provide an even more insightful view into 
how these athletes are moving during the game.  
The findings of the current study provide information for the development of future 
screening tasks for ACL injury risk. The study opens the door for future research to focus more 
on how each sport is different in the demands on the body instead of grouping them together. 
Before we can identify athletes as high risk for injury, we must understand the mechanisms 
behind these injuries during each individual sport. Ideally, research will progress to the much 
bigger step of creating sport specific screening tasks to better identify and proactively address 
high injury risk movements. Future researchers should consider the potential limitations of the 
VDJ task and explore more options to improve the laboratory tasks used to collect 
biomechanical data to examine the injury biomechanics of sports specific landings. Without 
further investigation, researchers should not assume that sport specific tasks will provide better 
prediction of ACL injuries. This study can only add to the literature that while standardized 
jump tasks appear to be a good surrogate to evaluate the competitive female volleyball players 
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peak vGRF and frontal plane knee biomechanics, practitioners should be aware that the use the 
VDJ task to quantify knee flexion displacement will overestimate the amount of motion that 
occurs during volleyball specific jump tasks and may not accurately reflect their potential 
associated risk of ACL injury.  
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APPENDIX 1. PHYSICAL ACTIVITY READINESS QUESTIONNAIRE (PAR-Q) 
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